The technique of spectro-astrometry (measuring wavelength dependence of the position of an object) has been used to observe a number of pre-main-sequence stars. Several previously known binaries with separations down to 100 milli-arcseconds (mas) were easily detected in these observations by the presence of a broad feature in the position spectrum on the H line. The observations show that T CrA is a pre-mainsequence binary with a P.A. of 275 , and a separation of at least 140 mas. The binary period may be short enough for orbital motion to be detectable. The technique has the potential to nd new binaries with smaller separations than have been possible by other methods. The observations can also reveal small scale structure associated with the out ows in these systems as is clearly seen by the detection of structure corresponding to the jet in Z CMa.
INTRODUCTION
Extensive surveys over the last decade have revealed that binaries are common among pre-main-sequence (T Tau and Herbig Ae/Be) stars. The binary frequency is at least 50% and may exceed that found in nearby solar-type main sequence stars (Mathieu 1994) . The most important observational technique has been the use of IR speckle observations which can be used to detect binaries down to separations of about 100mas (e.g. Ghez, Neugebauer & Matthews 1993 , Ghez et al. 1997 , Leinert, Richichi & Haas 1997 . The 100mas limit is set by the IR di raction limit of currently available telescope apertures. Short period binaries have also been found as spectroscopic binaries (Mathieu, Walter & Myers 1989 , Mathieu, 1994 but there is a gap at intermediate separations. Although this gap can in some cases be explored by the use of lunar occultations (e.g. Simon et al. 1992 ) the applicability of this method is limited. Extending observations to smaller binary separations is desirable both to improve the completeness of the statistical studies, and because it opens up the possiblity of nding binaries with short enough periods for orbital studies and direct mass determinations.
This paper, therefore, introduces the technique of spectro-astrometry (Bailey 1998 ) for such observations. Spectro-astrometry has the important advantage that it can, in principle, go well beyond the di raction limit of the telescope being used. The basic idea of spectro-astrometry is simple. The position of an apparently unresolved star is measured as a function of wavelength. If the star is in fact an unresolved binary the position we measure will be the centroid position of the two stars. If the two stars have di erent spectra then this centroid position will change with wavelength (moving along the line joining the two stars) as the relative contributions of the two spectra change. In the case of pre-main-sequence stars the H emission line is usually by far the strongest feature in the spectrum, so if there is any di erence in the H pro le or strength in the two binary components a shift in centroid position is likely to be observed on H . Simultaneous measurements of the relative change in position of a star between di erent wavelengths can be made to very high accuracy, limited only by photon statistics.
The concept is not new, having been introduced by Beckers (1982) and by Christy, Wellnitz & Currie (1983) and demonstrated by Aime et al. (1988) and Petrov et al (1991) . However, these earlier experiments required specialist instrumentation. The approach described here uses standard common-user instrumentation; a long-slit CCD spectrograph. The star position on the slit at each wavelength is measured from the spatial pro le on the CCD. The good spatial uniformity of the CCD, coupled with a pixel scale that allows excellent sampling of the spatial pro le allows positional accuracies down to 1 mas to be achieved. c 1998 RAS Figure 1 . Spectro-astrometry of the pre-main-sequence binaries KK Oph and V380 Ori. In this and subsequent gures the upper panel shows the intensity spectrum (sometimes plotted on two scales to show the fainter features in the spectrum), below this are the EW and NS components of the position spectrum derived from a set of observations at slit position angles 0 , 90 , 180 and 270 Figure 2 . Spectro-astrometry of the pre-main-sequence binaries S-R 9 and S CrA. Details as for gure 1.
OBSERVATIONS
Observations were obtained on the 3.9m Anglo-Australian Telescope using the RGO spectrograph with its 82cm camera and a Tektronix 1024 1024 thinned CCD. This gives a spatial pixel size of 0.234 arc seconds, thus giving very good sampling of the seeing pro le, which is essential for accurate position measurement. A list of stars observed and dates of observation is given in Observations were reduced by subtracting the bias level, dividing by a normalized at eld, and then tting a gaussian function to the spatial pro le of the star at each wavelength, the center of the gaussian giving the position for that wavelength. This results in a position spectrum derived from each CCD exposure. Subtracting the position spectra for the 180 and 0 degree slit position angles removes any instrumental e ects resulting from misalignment of the spectrum with the CCD columns, curvature in the spectrum, or any departure of the CCD pixels from a regular grid. The position spectra are corrected for atmospheric dispersion using standard models for the wavelength dependence of refraction.
The nal result is a position spectrum for the North-South direction, while the 270 and 90 degree observations similarly yield a position spectrum for the East-West direction. The position spectra have an arbitrary zero point which we normally adjust to correspond to the continuum position.
PREVIOUSLY KNOWN BINARIES
Several of the stars are previously known binaries with separations ranging from 100mas in Z CMa, near the lower limit of what can be detected with IR speckle observations to wider binaries such as KK Oph and S CrA (one of the rst PMS binaries to be discovered by Joy & van Biesbrock (1944) ). These binaries are listed in table 2 and the spectroastrometry data are shown in gures 1, 2 and 3. All but one of the binaries observed show a clear broad feature on the H line normally covering the full width of the line. The only binary not to show up in the observations is T Tau, presumably because the companion is only visible in the IR and does not make a signi cant contribution at the H wavelength. This is consistent with the failure to detect it with optical speckle observations (Gorham et al. 1992) . The position spectra of T Tau are dominated by features in the SII] and NII] forbidden lines which presumably originate in the surrounding nebulosity (Burnham's nebula, Bohm & Solf, 1997) .
The broad, sometimes double, features in the position spectrum of the other binaries are easily understood as the consequence of the di erent pro les of the H line in the two binary components. A double feature in the H position spectrum (as seen in KK Oph and S-R 9) can arise even if the components both have single lines, as a consequence of di erent line widths in the two binary components. In the wings of the line the broader component will dominate, whereas in the center the narrower component will be more important. This is evidently happening in KK Oph where c 1998 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1{7 Ghez et al. (1997) in the line center the position is displaced to the east of the continuum position, whereas in the wings it is displaced to the west. Although the H line is the main feature in the position spectrum some of the binaries show up in other lines as well. In KK Oph there is a feature in the position spectrum on the Li 6707 A absorption line indicating that this line has Instead of the EW and NS position spectra shown in gures 1, 2 and 3, the same data can be represented as a 2D plot showing the position change through a line pro le as shown in gure 4. If the system is a binary composed of two point sources then the data must lie on a straight line in this diagram, with the direction of the line giving the binary position angle. Figure 4 shows that this is indeed the case for these four binaries. The data points lie approximately on a line, and the line is very close to the position angle of previous observations as given in table 2. Slight di erences in angle for some systems are probably not signi cant, since for the wide binaries inaccuracies may be introduced by the slit not equally sampling the light of the two stars, and in any case there are di erences of up to 10 degrees in the position angles reported from previous observations. There is some evidence that the data points spread into a loop rather than a perfect straight line. This could occur if the H emission from each component is not a point source but shows some spread due to out ows from the stars or other extended emission.
The case of Z CMa illustrates a more complex situation where the position spectra show e ects of both a binary system, and an out ow. This luminous pre-main-sequence star is known to be a binary with 100mas separation and a P.A. of 120 degrees , Leinert et al. 1997 ) from IR observations. At shorter wavelengths the IR secondary becomes the brighter component, hence the position angle from the optical observations (Barth, Weigelt & Zinnecker 1994 ) is 180 degrees di erent. Z CMa also has a bipolar out ow (Poetzl, Mundt & Ray, 1989) appearing as a blue shifted optical jet at a position angle of 240 degrees, and an extended chain of HH objects. The spectro-astrometry data shows a broad feature along the binary position angle in the wings of the line, but the centre of the line is dominated by jet emission and causes the position to move o the binary line in the direction of the jet. This interpretation is con rmed by the behaviour in the NII] and SII] forbidden lines, which show features in the position spectrum along the jet direction only.
The spectro-astrometry data is summarized in table 3. In this table the H displacement is the total change in position over the H pro le (i.e. the length of the lines covered by the data in gure 4). This is divided by the actual binary separation to give the fraction in the second column which ranges from 0.07 to 0.7 for these observations. The position angle is obtained by tting a straight line to the data shown in gure 4. For Z CMa no position angle can be determined in this way. Instead the displacement has been measured along the direction determined by the position angle in table 2.
The position angle we measure, is the direction of the displacement seen on H , and is therefore in the direction of the star with the greater equivalent width of H . For all the previously known binaries this is the same as the position angle measured from speckle observations, which is measured from the brighter to the fainter component. This indicates that the fainter component of the the binary always has the greater H equivalent width.
These results clearly show that spectro-astrometry can detect binaries down to at least the same separation limits (about 100mas) as IR speckle observations. However, it is important to understand that there are some limitations of the observations. The spectro-astrometry does not provide a direct measure of the binary separation. The size of the spectro-astrometric feature on H (the length of the line covered by the data points in gure 4) is only a lower limit on the actual binary separation. In the stars observed the measured size of the feature is anything from about 0.07 to 0.7 of the binary separation measured by other methods.
The binary position angle is measured from the brighter to the fainter component, however, the direction of the feature seen in the spectroastrometry is in the direction of the star with the greater equivalent width of H , which could be either the brighter or fainter component.
OTHER STARS
Of the remaining stars in the sample, stars not known to be binaries, most show featureless position spectra of which those shown in gure 6 are typical. Others show some structure on H , such as a narrow feature (e.g. R CrA) which does not necessarily indicate binary structure (it could be due to emission nebulosity). Only one other star showed a broad feature on H resembling that seen in the binary systems. This was T CrA, the data for which is shown in gure 7.
Is there any other possible explanation for this structure? The feature has been seen in two separate sets of observations (and each of eight individual CCD exposures within each set) so is reproducible and cannot be due to any instrumental problem. Although the size of the feature has increased from about 70mas to about 120mas between the two observations, this type of change is exactly what would be expected on a binary interpretation in view of the variability of this type of star in both brightness and line pro le.
If the star is single, the data would have to be interpreted as showing broad H emission displaced from the star by more than 120mas. The width of the emission makes it very unlikely that it could be interpreted as emission nebulosity. It is not consistent with an out ow from the star as both red and blue shifted components are displaced from the star in the same direction. Also the weak forbidden line features in T CrA (which might be associated with an out ow) are displaced in a di erent direction.
It is therefore concluded that T CrA must be a binary with a separation of greater than 140mas, and a position angle of 275 degrees. T CrA was not detected as a binary in IR speckle observations by Ghez et al. (1997) and Leinert et al. (1997) . Since the separation is clearly in the range that should have been detectable, the failure to detect it as a binary must be because the magnitude di erence at K was too great. Since the companion to T CrA is only detected due to its e ect in H , it is possible that it is much fainter than T CrA in the continuum, but has strong H emission. Since T CrA has an IR excess the magnitude di erence at K could be even greater and the failure to detect it in the IR is not suprising.
Because T CrA is in one of the nearest star formation regions at a distance of 130pc, its true separation may well be less than that of other close resolved Herbig Ae/Be binaries such as NX Pup (Sch oller et al. 1996) which are at greater distances. If the orbit is circular with a separation of 26 A.U. (corresponding to 200mas at 130pc) and the total mass is 4M , the period would be 66 years, and a 5 degree/year change in position angle should be observable. Continuing observations will therefore be of interest.
These observations indicate that the spectro-astrometry technique has the capability to detect new binaries. The typical accuracy of the observations for stars in the sample is about 5mas. Since we nd that the size of the spectroastrometric feature is between 0.07 and 0.7 times the binary separation, then with favourable circumstances, binaries down to 7mas might be detected by this method, though it is also possible that binaries at least as wide as 70mas could be missed if the spectra of the two stars were very similar, or if one is very much fainter. These results have been achieved at the AAT site which has typical seeing of 1.5 to 2 arc seconds. Considerable improvements in sensitivity should be achievable on a good seeing site, and even greater gains might be made by using adaptive optics techniques to improve the original image size. 
